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Cruise 

"The Best of Everything"

Cruise is the ultimate shopping destination for fashionable men and

women alike. This chain of stores is popular all over the United Kingdom,

with this outlet in Belfast stocking everything from footwear, shirts,

trousers, skirts and dresses, to handbags, sunglasses, swimwear and

jackets from varied brands such as Givenchy, Michael Kors, French

Connection, Jimmy Choo, Oliver Spencer, Vivienne Westwood and Armani

Jeans. Their stock is quite fresh and features the latest styles of every

season.

 +44 84 4332 5793  www.cruisefashion.co.uk/  customerservice@cruiseclo

thing.co.uk

 1 Victoria Square, Lower

Ground, Belfast

 by Maegan Tintari   

Harper 

"Shoe Lovers Paradise"

Harper is the ultimate destination for every shoe fashionista in Belfast.

This high-end store stocks shoes from some of the most high-end

designer brands, right from Christian Louboutin and Charlotte Olympia, to

Lucy Choi and Rachel Zoe. From elegant stilettos in beige to studded pink

pumps and grungy boots, this store has it all. They also have a limited

collection of exclusive designer accessories such as Jimmy Choo clutches

and Christian Louboutin iPad cases.

 +44 28 9024 3610  www.shopharper.co.uk/  info@shopharper.co.uk  16 Skipper Street, The

Merchant Hotel, Belfast

 by Associated Fabrication   

Rojo 

"Great Designer Shoes"

Only the finest in designer footwear is stocked at this busy store on

Belfast's Lisburn Road. Look out for labels such as Prada, Armando Pollini,

Luc Benjen, Gucci, Chanel, DKNY, Stuart Weitzman and Kenzo. Comfort

and practicality are obviously not high priorities but if purple knee-high

boots with flamboyant heels are your thing, then drop by. They usually

have sales and special discounts in December. If you're fashion conscious

and would like to own a few stylish shoes, ROJO is the store to visit.

 +44 28 9066 6998  www.rojoshoes.co.uk/  belfast@danielfootwear.co.

uk

 613 Lisburn Way, Belfast
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